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A geographic analysis of the long/short market by sector using the securities finance 

short interest data of S&P Global Market Intelligence.  

Global short interest decreased  across the majority of sectors over the month.  The largest reductions in short interest 
were seen across the consumer services (-17bps), semiconductor (-13bps) and household and personal product (-10bps) 
sectors.  Real estate remained the most shorted sector globally despite short interest decreasing by 4bps over the month. 

The largest increase in short interest was seen across the media and entertainment sector (+10bps).  This growth was driv-
en by a significant surge in borrowing activity for AMC Entertainment (AMC) %SOOL 30.41% and DCBS 10 as a result of the 
upcoming vote which proposes a 1:1 share offer.  Fubotv Inc (FUBO)  %SOOL 29% and Genius Brands International Inc (GNUS) 
%SOOL 26.42% were also heavily borrowed stocks from this sector.  Short interest across the retail sector also increased 
over the month (+5bps).  Top borrows in this sector included Ping An Healthcare and Technology Co ltd (1833) %SOOL 8.29% 
DCBS 4, Bed Bath and Beyond (BBBY) %SOOL 47.16% and DCBS 10, Carvana Co (CVNA) %SOOL 29.48% and DCBS of 6 and 
Asos Plc (ASC) %SOOL 15.28% and DCBS 3. 

Short interest in the transport sector decreased over the month (-8bps) making commercial  and professional services the 
third most shorted sector across global equities.  The most shorted names across this sector included Securitas Ab (SECU 
B) %SOOL 7.25% and DCBS 1, Do &Co AG (DOC) %SOOL 7.13% and DCBS 6, Guardforce Ai Co Ltd (GFAI) %SOOL 12.61% and 
DCBS 10. 
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Short interest in consumer durables continued to decrease over the month, falling by  25bps.  This was the larg-

est decline seen across any sector, followed by consumer services (-21bps) and software (-17bps).  The largest 

increase in short interest was seen across the automobile sector (+11bps).  Top shorts included Workhorse 

Group Inc (WKHS) %SOOL 32.73% and DCBS  of 3 and Luminar Technologies Inc (LAZR) %SOOL 28.03% DCBS of 

3.  The most expensive automobile borrows included Electrameccanica Vehicles Corp (SOLO) DCBS of 10 and Ar-

rival SA (ARVL) DCBS of 10 and Arcimoto Inc (GTXMQ) DCBS of 10.  Short interest also increased across the tele-

coms sector over the month (+5bps).  Lumen Technologies Inc (LUMN) was the most shorted stock with %SOOL 

12.72%. 

Despite short interest falling over the majority of sectors over the month, the number of sectors trending above 

the average short interest for Americas equities of 1.04% increased from 12 to 14.   
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Average short interest across the APAC region was 66bps over the last month and sixteen out of the twenty four 

sectors covered trended above this average.  The largest increases in short interest over the month were seen 

across household and personal products (+22bps) and Insurance (+19bps).  The most shorted stocks across 

these two sectors included Amorepacific Corp (090430) %SOOL 5.62% and DCBS of 1 and Ping An Insurance 

Group Co of China Ltd (2318) %SOOL 6.99% and DCBS of 1. 

The biggest declines in short interest were seen across the semiconductor sector (-26bps), consumer services 

sector (-16bps) and consumer durables (-12bps).   

Short interest increased in capital goods over the month (+2bps).  Xinjiang Goldwind Science &technology Co Ltd 

(2208) saw the greatest increase in short interest within this sector over the month (+3.84) %SOOL 8.95% and 

DCBS of 4. 
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European Equities 

48bps 

Utilization 

5.07% 

Institutional longs 

$3.52trln 

Short sale value 

$191.72bln 

Despite experiencing a decline of 13bps, real estate took over from food retail as the most shorted sector in EMEA 
during the month.  Across EMEA real estate Adler Group SA (ADJ) was the most expensive short with a DCBS of 8 
(%SOOL 7.93%) followed by Samhallsbyggnadsbolaget I Norden Ab (SBB B) DCBS of 7 (%SOOL 14.46%).   

Short interest decreased considerably in food retail (-148bps) when compared with January.  The largest declines 
in short interest (%SOOL) across the food retailing sector were seen in Naked Wines (WINE) -17.53% and Rallye SA 
(RAL) (%SOOL) -6.65%.  The largest increase in short interest was seen across the energy sector (+7bps).  The 
most shorted names included  Petrofac Ltd (PFC) %SOOL 15.4% and DCBS 4, Aker Bp ASA (AKRBP) %SOOL 8.61% 
and DCBS of 1 and Borr Drilling Ltd (BORR) %SOOL 8.46% and DCBS 2.   

Materials became the second most shorted sector over the month with 0.84% of the sectors market capitaliza-

tion on loan.  Increases in short interest were seen in Ssab AB (SSAB B) %SOOL 5.38% (increase of 1.22% over the 

month) and DCBS 1 and  Evonik Industries AG (EVK) %SOOL 2.74% (increase of 1.23% over the month) and DCBS of 

1. 

% 
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Fixed income 
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Corporate Bonds 

17 bps 

Utilization 

6.12% 

Institutional longs 
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S&P Global Market Intelligence provides industry-leading data, software and technology platforms and managed 

services to tackle some of the most difficult challenges in financial markets. We help our customers better un-

derstand complicated markets, reduce risk, operate more efficiently and comply with financial regulation. For 

more information please contact your product specialist or contact our sales team:  

Global-EquitySalesSpecialists@ihsmarkit.com  

This article was published by S&P Global Market Intelligence and not by S&P Global Ratings, which is a separately 

managed division of S&P Global. 

 

 

 

 

Utilization - Percentage of securities in lending programs which are currently out on loan calculated as the Lender 

Value on Loan divided by Lendable Value %. 

 

%SOOL (%) - % of shares outstanding on loan— Percentage of shares outstanding that are out on loan 

 

DCBS - Daily Cost of Borrow Score; a number from 1 to 10 indicating the cost of borrow based on 7 day fees, 

where 1 is cheapest and 10 is most expensive. 

 

% Out the money (%) - Short positions that are experiencing losses as a percentage of the total number of shares 

on loan.   A high out of the money percentage is indicative of a potential short squeeze.  

 

Short squeeze score - Proprietary model utilizing transaction level data to identify names where short sellers are 

facing capital constraints, and therefore have increased potential to cover positions.  Score of 1-10.  Most likely to 

squeeze names have a rank closer to 1. and less likely to squeeze names have a score closer to 10.   A score of 0 

indicates negligible capital constraints as this security is not considered as highly shorted.  
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